INTRODUCTION
Model Builder takes full advantage of object orientation to provide a simulation environment that is easy to use without sacr~lcing any modeling power in the process. Based on the Model Builder simulation architecture, Model Builder uses a hierarchical structure coupled with a "black-box" approach to manage the complexity in large or intricate systems.
Modules can be created out of any set of objects and then be stored for later use. Such modules are easily stored on the palette. The palette operates on a dragand-drop principle.
Modules from the palette can be incorporated back into models simply by drawing the desired module from the palette and then dropping it into a model. [Ulgen and Thomasma 1986] , and RESQME [Gordon et al., 1986] . These systems have shown considerable promise in terms of the ability to help deal with complexity and for provision of ease-of-use. Below is a summary of those connections that are allowed. [SAME]
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[SAME] [SAME, CONTA'R]
[SAME] [SAME, Any ModObject or SimObject can be selected and designated as the module to be saved onto the palette. If a ModObject is selected, and it has other ModObjects or SimObjects contained within it, then, the whole hierarchy becomes part of the module. All that remains is to provide a name and an icon for the module. On completion, the module becomes available for use in future model building.
If the aim is to create modules for distribution to end users, then instead of placing such lmodules on the palette, they can also be stored into a file which can then be copied and distributed as needed. 
ADDING NEW SEMANTICS

